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his is the fourth paper in continuing series

on efforts to improve the U.S Internal Rev
enue Services Statistics of Income Partner

ship Studies The previous papers in this series dealt

with updating the sample designin the face of chang

ing tax legislation and regulations McMahon 1993

McMahon 1991 McMahon Collins and OConor

1990 lhis paper shifts the focus to the estimation

problems encountered with the introduction of new

product preliminary data file and tabulations

First some background on the project the sample

design and us goals are briefly described then we

inspect the current product review the procedures

used and discuss proposed improvements We close

with comments on future research

Background

We are now in the fifth decade of producing an
nual data on partnership operations in the United

States The firms in which we are interested are un

incorporated businesses with two or more owners and

are required to report income deductions distribu

tions tax credits and preferences and other infor

mation to the U.S Internal Revenue Service annu

ally

The advantages of using administrative records

as data sources have been well explored but this par
ticular case the use of tax records deserves few

additional remarks Unlike many types of adminis

trative records such as birth certificates drivers li

censes or auto registrations these source documents

are rich in detail For example the income and de
duction schedule contains 22 items including Gross

Receipts Cost of Goods Sold and Depreciation De
duction Many of these items must be supported by

subsidiary schedules reporting how the figures were

determined Cost of Goods Sold for example is sup

ported by schedule that includes data on purchases

inventories personal withdrawals and labor while

Depreciation requires details on each property in

cluding cost and purchase date With all these addi

tional data the physical size of these reports can be

weighty indeed

Often the supporting schedules are computer gen
erated listings handwritten accounts or in other non
standardized formats with only very small frac

tion sending the reports in an electronic medium

While much of the report may be customized the

definitions and derivations of the data are strictly

regulated but the variety of reporting characteris

tics raises the cost of abstracting the data

lhis partially explains why only selected items

are abstracted from the paper documents onto com
puter records These records -- transactions in ac

counting terms -- are then posted to the Business

Master File accounts Posted means that there is

an exact match between transaction and an account

on the master list and that both the account and the

transaction record are updated These updated trans

actions are then passed on for further uses

One of these uses is as the sampling frame for

the selection of the Statistics of Income samples The

Partnership Study uses many items on these records

to compute values for receipts and income that are

consistent with economic definitions rather than the

more complex tax law versions These computed

values with assets and an industry code are used in

the sampling operation to divide the population of

about 1.5 million companies into about 70 strata for

the Tax Year 1993 study -- about 45 strata in recent

years

Once record is classified into stratum it is

then selected or not based on the prescribed sam
pling rate for that class and random number gener
ated from the Employer Identification Numbet The
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sampling rates range from less than 0.2 percent to

100 percent yielding sample size of about 30000

records These records are selected as soon as they

are processed usually soon after the return is re

ceived

partnerships report is due three and half

months after the close of its business year often June

30th The strict deadlines and very real penalties

for late filing are offset by policy of granting vir

tually automatic extensions to those filing deadlines

provided only that there will not be an increase in

tax liabilities As result significant number of

firms send in their returns in mid-October This

policy stretches out the sample selection period to

full year and as we shall see has profound effect

on the preliminary estimates

There are two main uses for our complete reports

data for analysis of historical trends using the data

from many years and as basis for predicting the

effects of various economic and especially taxation

policies The U.S Department of the Treasurys Of
fice of Tax Analysis and Congress Joint Committee

on Taxation are the clients for this second use The

microdata simulations they conduct as part of their

research require the actual sample records While
the privacy provisions of the tax code permit these

two organizations access to the microdata it con

strains production of public-use data files to such

an extent that we have not found wayto construct

one for this series

In recent years especially the Office of Tax

Analysis has had ever greater need for the data early

in the year After the 1992 election for example

there were large number of tax proposals in the

legislature that had to be evaluated The various

Statistics of Income studies of Individuals Corpo
rations and Partnerships form basis for such analy

sis though only in the past few years has there been

need for preliminary Partnership data This need

is the major impetus behind both the preliminary

estimates and this paper Since the clients desire

preliminary estimates before Congress reconvenes

in January the preparation of the data including the

calculation of weighting factors must be complete

in early December

This raises another timing factor that directly af

fects the estimation process The tax processing sys
tems are revised on an annual basis with the new

versions becoming operational each January The

computer programs that form this system are highly

complicated and must be teste for numerous

chnges are always required

Since the sample selection process uses this sys
tem for the sampling frame the selection programs

must also be amended at this time The statisticians

and analysts preparing the preliminary files and es

timates must also ensure that the sample selection

system for the next year is ready The system gener
ates considerable number of reports files and con
trols supporting several diverse studies each with

complex designs including the SO Corporations

projects Testing the annual modifications is criti

cal to the success of future projects -- task demand

ing significant attention between the end of October

and mid-January Thus the preliminary estimation

procedures must be relatively straight forward and

expedient because critical resources are fully com
mitted elsewhere

Initial Results

The Tax Year 1991 preliminary data were pro
vided to the Treasurys Office of Tax Analysis in

January 1993 more than three months before the first

data from the completed study became available We
accelerated the procedures for the following yeai

delivering the preliminary data in early December

1993

The preliminary files contained records processed

through the data abstraction and editing operations

as of some date Other records that were incomplete

or had identifiable errors were excluded from the

early sample file as were records that contained only

administrative data from the sample frame The
items on the transaction records are too few to be

useful in the economic analysis and some are of un
certain quality

The outlier review was similarly abbreviated

Those records that had to be researched were simply

excluded from the preliminary file and tabulations
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while those less obviously outliers were noted but

included These records were adjusted if neces

sary then included in the final file

Cutting off sample in this way has price if

only in the increased imprecision that smaller

sample size implies To assess this price we look at

selection of variables that are used in the samples

stratification or are used by the subject matter ana

lysts as flags for potential problem areas In add
tion we consider the estimated number of active en
tities the target population and the number of part

ners

If the returns included in the early processing

were much the same as those processed later then

we would expect the results to be somewhat differ

ent but within bounds set using the sample error from

the final sample as guide Thus for comparisons

sake we first examine the coefficients of variation

for the two years in question Table below shows

that there has been little change between the years

as would be expected The decrease in the coeffi

cient for Total Assets doubtless arises from the ten

percent growth in the population of the certainty

strata reserved for those firms with assets over $100

million while the improvement in Net Income is due

Table 1.--Error in Partnership

Preliminary Estimates

Preliminary Final Estimates

Estimates Coefficients of

Items Relative Error Variation

1991 1992 1991 1992

Partnerships 0.8 2.0 0.5 0.5

No of

Partners 0.7 7.7 1.9 2.4

Total Assets -4.4 2.2 0.7 0.4

Receipts -4.7 1.0 0.4 0.3

Net Income -0.6 4.8 1.8 0.7

Net Loss -12.3 -10.1 1.0 1.0

Portfolio Inc 5.4 1.6 1.4 1.4

Depreciation -11.8 -1.8 0.9 0.7

Taxes Ded -6.5 -0.7 0.8 0.7

Sal Wages 1.5 6.3 0.8 0.7

to an increase in the proportion of companies report

ing profit

The relative errors for the preliminary estimates

are in most cases of larger magnitude than the

sampling error and do not share the same stability

as the coefficients of variation Several preliminary

estimates show improvement from the 1991 to the

1992 study especially taxes and depreciation In

deed the average of number of preliminary esti

mates shows marginal improvement

The percent overstatement of the number of

firms for Tax Year 1992 could have affected some

of the economic models For the past seven years
the population has declined by between 2.5 and 3.5

percent each year The early data overstatement sug

gested that the effects of the 1986 Tax Reform Act

had run their course Petska 1991 Petska and

Nelson 1990 The final estimate however showed

2.7 percent decline

We separated the estimates of Net Income and

Net Loss to place them on similarbasis to the other

estimates It serves another purpose highlighting

as it does the severe underestimate of the Losses

lhis problem is clearly consequence of the filing

extension policies for losses do not cause owners to

owe more taxes thus meeting the main criterion for

permission to delay

The preliminary estimate for Net Income went

from being pretty much on target for 1991 to nearly

percent overstatement in the early 1992 estimates

At the same time there was marginal improvement

in the early estimate of Net Loss common thread

is clearly suggested

In developing the final estimates we use simple

expansion weight The robustness of this procedure

is important to the final sample file in part because

the evaluation of the tax legislation depends on fac

tors determined only after the sample has been made

available for the analysis If the sample and popula
tion counting were completed then the weights

would be the ratio of population to sample for each

stratum The estimator then for population total
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for some item would be

wE N/nx

The preliminary estimator relying as it does on

the cut off sample and the available processes re

places the in the weight with predicted value

This along with the smaller sample size n1 can

cause some weights used in the preliminary estimates

to be 40 percent higher than the final weight

That common thread in the overestimate of Net

Income for Tax Year 1992 is evident in the overesti

mate of the number of active partnerships lhis arose

because the projected frame populations were also

about two percent over the actual count which wasnt

available for another six weeks These over-pro

jections were not evenly distributed over the strata

as shown in Table below

This caused higher preliminary weights espe

cially in the certainty classes that tended to improve
the statement of loss firms activities But because

firms with profits tend to file earlier in the year it

also caused overstatement for profit firms

Why the degradation in the population projec

tions In part this arose because the population fil

ings were projected for twice as long period This

was not factored into the decision of when to Cut

off largely because this was only the second year

for these advanced estimates so our experience

did not suggest what the trade off would be

Another cause which had more significant im
pact was poor modelling Figure shows the pat

tern of weekly partnership return volumes for the

sample selection system late in the year The over

all population has been declining for several years
but this pattern is reasonably stable Although we
show only three years in this graph the pattern has

been repeated for over decade This stability is

due to both the regulations and the processing dead

lines with minor shifts due to patterns of the holi

days small shift in the deadlines caused the vol

ume for the 1992 Study to spike on week 46 en
circled the one we used for the projection

The projections in essence are the strata popula

tion counts through the cut-off plus estimates for the

records that have not yet been filed and administra

tively processed The early spike in volume caused

the adjustments for the unprocessed population to be

too large In turn the overestimate caused the over

inflation of the expansion weights and as Table

shows this particularly affects the certainty classes

Only single years strata populations were avail

able for the projections because the sample design

had undergone major adjustment Data from ear

lier years were available but the sampling plan in

use for the 1988 through 1990 studies hadnt been

designed with either preliminary estimates or distri

butional features as goals Thus estimates from these

years tended to rely on few if any observations for

one of the revised strata Also as we have already

noted the preliminary estimates had to employ ex
isting programs and frameworks with minimumstaff

Figure Filing Pattern

End of Year

1990

1991

1992

Table 2.--Error in Projected Frame Population

Relative Error

Percent

Strata Group 1991 1992

Certainty largest -0.3 5.4

Large Firms -0.3 4.6

Medium -0.1 2.4

Small 0.4 1.4

Week
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support due to the high demand for the key indi

viduals at the time of the cut off

Still the overall estimated population could have

been more accurate for the frame definition hadnt

changed and there were few more years worth of

data counts from years before 1988 must be ex
cluded because the 1986 Tax Reform Act reversed

the growth trend of two decades Indeed an earlier

estimate of the population was well within half

percent of the actual count but because the tax law

was being changed we felt that this earlier estimate

was perhaps too low

Planned Improvements

In November 1994 we will again be producing

preliminary data file and estimates this time for the

1993 Tax Year Drawing on the experiences of the

past two years we will make modifications to our

previous practices both in developing the strata

population estimates and adjusting for the late fil

ers As we noted earlier though tax reform dramati

cally changed the partnership population The

phased-in features of the law delayed part of the

effect and leaves us with only five years worth of

data as base for the predictions

Predicting the populations has two components

estimating the grand total and predicting the distri

bution among the strata We will use the total to

scale the individual strata estimates so we first ad
dress that issue

As we saw in Figure there are patterns in the

processing that repeat each year Does this extend to

the proportion of the population processed.through

some week If so the predictor could be quite

simple say

NN IN
yw y1

relying on reference week and an expansion

ratio from the previous years counts

Figure shows that about week 42 there is pe
riod where the predicted values have been on target

We will also use week 31 as confirmation predic

tion for it appears that half percent adjustment

should giye nearly the same result

Unfortunately the second part of predicting the

strata populations isnt quite as straight forward The

sample design for the 1993 study has about 20 addi

tional strata with most of the rest redefined to some

extent tally of the sampling.frame for recent prior

years might solve some of these problems but re

source constraints and timing issues leave these data

unavailable Moreover since the strata used before

the 1991 study were not designed with either pre

liminary data or distributional characteristics in mind

we are left with only two years samples to project

distribution across the strata

All of the predicted strata populations must be

gin with the actual counts of those classes through

the cut-off week Otherwise some strata would have

predictions smaller than the actual cut-off counts as

happened when we explored this option to of the

45 classes for the 1991 study Thus we are trying

to estimate only the last two months or so of filing

and processing

The number of sample selections late in Tax Years

1991 and 1992 in the strata for the certainty and large

strata will easily support estimates for our predic

tions because the sample sizes are reasonable and

the weights small

The small and medium classes will on the other

hand have few observations and much larger weights

Estimating the end-of-year populations for the new

Figure Prediction Error

Ratio of Predicted to Actual Populatloa

1.02

1.01_aª --

0.99

31 36 46

Week

.90 .91 -92
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strata definitions is simple weighted tally from the

prior studies data files We plan to reweight the

records with selection weeks before the reference

date using population and sample data as of that ref

erence period and tally only the early records

Adjustments to the current studys counts
whether the stratum size is small or large will then

take the form of the overall ratio estimate above

second approach will be substitution

NN N_1 N11
This uses the difference in the previous years esti

mates in place of those not yet counted We also

group the strata into asset classes repeating the meth
ods above then prorate the results according to the

current distribution within the asset strata group

This yields four predictions which are then scaled

and reviewed for reasonableness few extreme pre
dictions will be removed and each stratums predic
tion is the average of the remaining estimates

These procedures are similar to those used for

the 1991 study and as Table demonstrates these

procedures worked well enough

Adjustments

The action of cutting off the sampling process to

create the preliminary data files also creates

nonresponse issue We described the impact of this

self-inflicted nonresponse on the initial naive esti

mates in the second part of this paper The next step

is to moderate these effects through appropriate strat

egies

There are two main classes of strategies for deal

ing with nonresponse imputation and weighting ad
justments In both cases adjustment classes are cre

ated sometimes crossing strata boundaries to cre

ate homogeneous groups like the nonrespondents
After our review above it can be small surprise that

we first consider separating the profitable firms from

the others

Most imputation methods begin with at least some

information about the sample units that havent re
sponded In our case we dont even know the num
ber Substitution can be considered form of unit

imputation which in this case would involve using

records from the end of the previous year but poses

problems in both analysis and execution

On the analysis side the use of records from the

previous study would interfere with the economic

models used for the tax proposal evaluations

Equally serious the changes in the regulations means

that each years study uses records with somewhat

different items and record layouts So substitution

requires programming resources which as weve al

ready noted arent there

lhis leaves weighting adjustments Unfortu

nately we cannot have post-strata counts or marginal

totals for raking any more than we can have the

final population counts If the proportion of firms

with profits were relatively stable over the years

though we could adjust the sample accordingly But
as Figure shows since the 1986 Tax Reform Act
that proportion has shifted dramatically

Just as the population predictions must rely on

the current counts then so will the adjustments for

the proportion of firms with gains or the propor
tion of losses We propose comparing the change
in these proportions from the reference week in the

prior year to that years final estimate We will use

Figurc3 Gains andLos

Lcss.s

II

Year
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the ratio of these proportions to adjust the current

studys as shown below

py RPRPY_l/RPy_lW

Yet as Figures and show we have very dif

ferent coverage problems for different sized compa
nies

These charts show the cumulative weekly results

estimated from the 1992 sample We start with week

40 about the first week of October because data

abstraction doesnt begin until the middle of Septem

ber and it takes about six weeks to process the 80

percent of the sample we feel is needed for the pre

liminary estimates Realistically cut-off later than

mid-November would entail producing the prelimi

nary estimates after the new year

These graphs illustrate the filing pattern differ

ences between the largest and smallest firms Over

all more than 90 percent of the population has been

processed by the beginning of October week 40
yet as Figure shows only about 70 percent of the

largest certainty strata firms have filed Contrast

this to the greater than 90 percent response rate

for the small companies in Figure

comparison based on whether company has

earned profit or not is even more revealing While

the smallest firms show little difference in these cat

egories patterns gulf exists for the largest firms

Yet as with most establishment studies the pro

portion of the sample or population responding is

not by itself reliable indicator of quality By the

beginning of November week 44 realistic cut-off

point over 95 percent of the filings have been tal

lied but only 88 percent of the total profits and 78

percent of the losses were accounted for This is

clearly arising from the later filing behavior of the

larger companies which number only 20000 -- only

65 percent of their contribution to the total amount

of losses has been tallied by that week

These results suggest that simple division of

the smaller strata into those firms with net income

and those without would largely correct the problem
for the 98 plus percent of the population they repre

sent The distance between the response rate and

coverage rate for the largest 1.4 percent however

signals the difficulty that would be encountered with

this approach for the large concerns that dominate

the estimates

Simulation

We simulated cut-off date using week 42 the

middle week of October and proceeded with esti

mating the variables listed in Table using the

weighting adjustments described above We also es

timated the final population while ignoring the

known result as we would in practice

However we departed from what we would use

in practice in that we used only eight adjustment

classes In practice for the 1993 Study we would

expect to use far more but this will illustrate our

intent Further we used the existing strata and cut

Figure Smallest Firms Cumulative Filing

Percent of Final Count

cc

cc

Figure Largest Firms Cumulative Filing

Percent of Final Count

Losses

cc

cc

Gains

_//

41 44

Week

44 47

40 41 41 43 44 40

Week

47
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off at an earlier date to simulate bad case sce

nario

The roughly 20 percent improvement in the esti

mated amount of net losses gained through the ad
justment process would still leave at least an per
cent error in an actual case The increased error on

Total Assets from near zero to about percent the

eight-fold increased error on the number of partners

and on other items is source of concern flible

Perhaps expanding the number of adjustment

classes will reduce the error still further but the ef

fect on the other estimates urges caution Moreover

our review of the stratum by stratum results suggests

that this adjustment is unstable Thus we concluded

that this procedure requires more study before imple

mentation

Further Research

As weve noted elsewhere the sample design used

for the 1993 Study has significant changes from re
cent prior years These changes are the result of the

tax law regulatory and administrative systems

changes so common in recent days The main

changes were increasing the use of industry codes in

the stratification and making the Receipts/Income

classes dependent on the Asset class We plan to

examine the impact of these changes both on the

final estimates and on the process of developing pre

liminary estimates

Though not covered here the preliminary data

processes effect on industry estimates is under in

vestigation It will be the subject of another paper

in this series We will also be considering various

improvements to the estimation process and the ef

fect of delayed response on the final data

And of course we expect that the tax law regu
lations and administrative processes will continue

to be revised bringing more opportunities for

change and resulting in the continuation of papers

in this series
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Table 3.--Adjusting for Noncoverage

Relative Error of Preliminary to Final Estimates

Percent

Item
Basic Profit or Loss

Estimates Adjustment

Partnerships 0.07 0.07

No of Partners 1.1 8.6

Total Assets 0.1 3.7

Receipts -2.1 -2.0

Net Income 2.4 -1.0

Net Loss -27.3 -18.3

Portfolio Inc -0.3 9.2

Depreciation 5.4 5.4

Taxes Ded -6.5 -2.5

Sal Wages -3.2 -1.7
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